Ultrasound
Cart Package
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BZD02SB/CG4
(Slate Blue metal)

Product #
and MSRP

1

BZD02CG/CG4
(Cool Grey metal)

$829 MSRP

4
2

Column
Height Range

as high as 40”

(measurements
are from the floor to
the top of the shelf)

as low as 30”

Lift Capacity

3

5

(Estimate only. Lighter
loads make the shelf
harder to push down.
Heavier loads make the
shelf harder to pull up.)

16-30 lbs.

Base dims

17”w x 22.25”d

Shelf dims

22”w x 17”d

Unit weight

67 lbs.
50 lbs. on the shelf;
150 lbs. overall

Weight capacity

6

Height-adjustable Ultrasound Cart — Carry all your supplies on a compact, easy-to-steer cart
that takes everything you need right to your patient. Squeeze the paddle to easily adjust the cart
height 30”–40” so it’s comfortable. Use the built-in storage for gloves, gel, and more.
1 Handle — The 17” wide handle makes

the cart easy to steer.

2 Adjustable Height — Set the height

30”-40” so it’s comfortable for patients
and clinicians.

3 Large Probe Holder — Gives you a

convenient spot to store probes.

Easy to move with 4”
twin-wheel rubber
casters (two locking).
Heavy cast metal base
provides stability.

Mobility

The 2.5”-diameter steel
tube and cast metal
base receive a baked-on
powder coated finish
that’s durable and easy
to clean. Shelves are
1”-thick medium density
fiberboard wrapped
in Comfort Edge
thermoplastic laminate
that resists cracking and
chipping and stands
up to a wide range of
chemicals.

Materials
and finishes

4 Contoured Top — A 1/2"-high lip runs

all the way around the cap shelf to keep
your valuable ultrasound machine in
place.
5 Metal Bin — Store your gels, tissues, and

other smaller items here for easy access.
22.00"

6 Large Casters — The 4” diameter twin-

40.00"
30.00"

wheel casters (2 locking) travel easily over
thresholds and directly to the point of care.

17.75"
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